
 

  

James C. Enochs 
High School 
Music Boosters 

About Us 

The James C. Enochs High School Music 

Boosters promote excellence in education 

through support of an outstanding musical 

instrument (and color guard) program. We 

believe that a great music program develops 

the physical, mental, and spiritual gifts of our 

students. The discipline learned and the 

work habits rehearsed serve the band 

members for the balance of their life. We are  

an affiliated non-profit through the Enochs 

High School Eagle Foundation 501c(3) Tax 

ID#: 36-4604415 

 

Contact Us 

Phone: 209.531.3617 

Email: enochsbandboosters@gmail.com 

Web: enochsmusic.com 
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The Enochs High School Marching Band and Color Guard has grown dramatically the last couple years, and has more growth 

yet to be seen. It is a wonderful problem to have, however, it is a logistical problem! Although, the most frustrating 

situation is our equipment trailers. The additional amount of equipment that we need to transport to our football games 

and competitions simply do not fit into our current trailers. We do not want to have to pick and choose what instruments 

we can take each week, because we don’t have a way to transport it. We’ve even put instruments on the buses and have 

found out that Sousaphones don’t fit in the bus seats! So, with your help we hope to acquire a 53’ van box trailer that can 

be customized into being our logistical solution for future marching band & color guard seasons. These customizations allow 

for the following: 

 5 doors for the front ensemble to load the lower section, including a ramp entry at the rear of the trailer. 

 Dedicated guard equipment storage. Currently the guard have simply put their flag bags loose into the small equipment trailer. 

 Storage space for extra uniforms, uniform accessories, gloves, shoes, sewing supplies, etc… 

 Storage space for electronic equipment, with charging capabilities 

 Dedicated cabinet space for sticks, mallets, tape, drumheads, etc… 

 Generator compartment with metal firewall 

 Small to medium sized instruments will accessed from the outside bays 

 Sousaphones will have built-in storage cubbies for the cases (saving space and wear and tear on the instruments) 

 Vastly increased lighting capabilities in the upper, lower, and entrance areas of the trailer 

 Lighter aluminum stairs for entrance and exit. 

 Increased uniform spacing and airflow to aid drying after performances 

 Reinforced front trailer corners to protect against low tree branches (a common occurrence as trailers maneuver through neighborhoods to 

show sites) 

Thank you for your time and consideration!! 


